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A visitor might spot the similarities to the Chinese
brush painting s吵此 which celebrates white space

as a contemplative aesthetic counterbalance.

here are many reasons why your garden looks the
way it does. Hopefully, one of them is because you
want it that way, in that it serves your purpose and
enriches your life in myriad ways, whether that
purpose is growing food, providing a safe space

for your children to play or giving you room to show your
creativity and artistic flair (or all of the above)

For Boon Yap and her husband Kim Powell, their unique
ιourtyardgarden looks the way it does to serve the 口lain

goal of their home, which had been built to express
"perfect feng shui design飞

The home, stunningly perched on a bush-clad hill
overlooking Bream Head in Northland, is so breathtaking,
it featured in a 2020 episode of Grand D田ig1lS NZ.

Feng shui - depending on who you're talking to about
it - is either a belief system, a mystical philosophy, a set
of design principles or some new age IIWOO-WOO". Boon
proposes that it is a science that can be studied and
mastered like any other. The most certain thing is that
it is an ancient can臼pt that has endured over the ages

Personally, I am quite indifferent and - dare I say it
cautious about applying feng shui principles; the general
reasoning being that you want good feng shui which
would bring heaith, prosperity, harmony and other such
lovely things, but you might inadvertently get very bad
feng shui - illness, bad luck, accidents or quarrels! In short,
I know enough to know I don't know enough

This is in stark contrast to Boon's approach, and lineage.

She studied feng shui under her late father, Yap Cheng
Hai (his surname is 白 rst， as is customary with Chinese
names), who was an acknowledged grandmaster of the
subjec t. Boon is an experienced practitioner and now
runs her own consultancy, having relocated here with
her Kiwi husband a couple of years ago (prior to that
she had been living in Australia, and before that, her
native Malaysia)

From the broadest point ofview, "feng sh山 is about
working with space," Boon explains. This means first
understanding the energy in the space, then harnessing
the beneficial forces (and avoiding the harmful). She
likens it to "sculpting space", and explains that the same
principles apply in the garden as in the home.

Afeng shui garden is not necessarily a traditional
Chinese garden, and vice versa. The Dunedin Chinese
Garden, for example, is an authentic traditional garden,
but has no feng shui formula in its desig口， Boonadds
Nevertheless, both types of gardens originate from the
Daoist philosophy thatthe world is governed by a natural
order of things and share the fundamental concepts of yin
and yang, and the Five Elements

According to the yin-yang principle, the universe
is composed of two opposing but complementary forces
The premise of alllife is that allthings are made from
the Five Elements of earth, metal , water, wood and 白 re

The interaction of these elements and forces brings
harmony and balance



The first practical thing you can
do is to ensure the feature plants look
cared for. Remove dead branches,

control weeds, and keep plants
well-watered, disease-free and
thriving. "I'm realising that the hen
and chicken ferns can'ttake direct
sun. It does get a lot of It in the
main part of the day," Boon cites
anexamp悔。 "It is suffering, so Imight
have to change that. And Iworried
about my three acers while we were
away for a holiday, but they're fine
They coped well with the dry."
• If you have to work with
clothesline or garden sheds, kE去ep

these neat and tidy at all times, and
Ingl∞d condition
• Rather than a boxed-in look,
create some gentle curved lines
in your garden beds and pathways.
• In well-trodden areas where grass
won't grow (or grow well). use pavers
to set off the garden
• Apa同 from selecting plants that
will grow well in your climate,
remember that the size of 口lants

is importan t. Big plants will make
a space look smaller, so use dwarf
varieties if you have a small garden
If you have a large garden, a couple
of trees or sh阳bs will bring a sense
of seclusion into the space
• Fragrance is always considered
to be good feng shui
• Plants with sharp foliage and
thorns，口rickly bushes and cactus are
universally considered to be bad feng
shui，、specially in areas close to the
house and often-used walkways,"

Boon adds
• It is also fairly easy to interpret
the yin-yang look. Boon cites
examples of round hedged plants
in squared borders
• YOU can also symbolise the Five
Elements in your garden with flower
and foliage colours
• Ge忧jng the feng shU! nght can
bring about a sense of harmony and
balance. "If in doubt, do not be too
bold in your use of water features
or boulders: Boon advises, then
adding that it's best not to use them
at all without first consulting a feng
shui practitioner
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Following thεse principles means
that, unlike classic European gardens
where the control of nature is evident
in the layouts and grandness displayed
in clear view for all to behold at 白 rst

glance, traditional Chinese gardens
imitate the linaturalness" of nature;
in this chaos, there is intentionally
hidden control. "The Chinese garden
is a microcosm of the greater world
beyond, where mountains, lakes, and
forests are repr白白ted on a smaller
scale, using boulders, ponds and
miniature tre臼，" B∞n explains.

In her own courtyard garden and
the still-in-the-plans front garden,
B∞nh田 prioritised feng shui, and
include traditional Chinese designs
only where practical, as she is limited
by the space and climate 叮 cannot

follow the 'order within chaos' of the
traditionallook or the symbolic plant
selection, butl 飞ψ'anted a microcosm
of the greater world beyond."

To this end , Boon put in miniature
plantings and meandering pathways,
designing height variations to create
the illusion of depth. "The white
pebbl臼 are used出 a biank canvas
from which the settings of objects like
rocks and plants provide the contrast
necessary to see the emptiness."

In this, a visitor might spotthe
similarities to the Chinese brush
painting style, which celebrates white
space as a contemplative aesthetic
counterbalance; here, it serves

to draw the viewer's attention to the
garden features_
The ∞urtyard itself also serves

an important purpose. "Feng shui
energy cycles with time and the
energy print for a built space will
not be the same from one cycle
to another," Boon says. IIWhen the
energy cycle changes, any positive
energy in the built space will wane
The courtyard assists this transition
from one cycle to the next, keeping
the energy print up-to-date."

Pathways are designed to lead in and
collect positive energy; strategic凹陷
take negative energies out

Each item has been placed according
to feng shui formulas that factor
in Kim and Boon's birth dates (such
calculations taking into accountthe
details of each resident in the house
are centralto authentic application
of feng shui). The garden table
is where it is in order "to activate
Kinl's health and my prosperity sector
It happens to be in the eastern sect时，

so can also capture most of the
warmth of the sun well into the
afternoon." Along the 且me lines, the
waterfall is where it is 气o activate my
prosperity and Kim's health sector."

The principle of yin and yang are
expressed in various ways. Water
and rocks represent soft and hard,
stationary and moving. The flagstones
and gravel are at once gently rounded
and ruggedly angular, dark and light,



big and small. Meandering paths
in the rectangular courtyard represent
waves and curves to counterbalance
angular lines.

The Five Elements are in the correct
proximity order (another central
tenet): the plantings symbolise w∞d;

boulders and soil symbolise earth;
purple heuchera, and purple and
orange Acerpa/matl/III s严nbolise fire;
the grey in the flagstones and stone
as well as white in the gravel s归nbolise

metal; and black river stones for water
To express the concept of the hidden

and the revealed, each part of the
garden is framed by a doorway,
window or panel of pencil windows
From each of these, a distinct and
unique scene of the garden is viewed.

On a purely practical level, the

On a purely practicallevel, the couple are able to enjoy the courtyard
because it draws so much naωrallightinω thehouse.

couple are able to enjoy the courtyard
because it draws so much naturallight
into the house. "Although the house
is oriented facing southeast, the
courtyard has allowed us to bene自t

from the northern sun，剖lowing

阳时ight to bathe half the inside, from
the kitchen in the morning to the
lounge, dining and master bedr∞m
quarters in the afternoon, especially
in the heart of winter," Boon explains

Its location in the heart of the house
protects it on all sides from the winds,
"plus the stonework at dado height
together with the rocks and pebbles
create a heat sink, and glass windows
and door飞vays radiate heat to the
interior of the home."

otsu甲risingl弘 the couple spend
a lot of time here. "We often have our
lunch and afternoon tea at the jade
garden table. We sit in the garden
lounge when it is hot, and cool down
listening to the waterfal l. We can use
it for most of the year, even when the
winds are blowing strong, as it has its
own microclimate."

This garden is only a year old
Kim and Boon anticipate that the
ever-changing look of time on nature
as the garden matures will be very
much part of their joyful experience
of this space 今
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